DATA CERTIFICATION

A. I, Dr. Daniel Flaming, certify and confirm that neither I, Economic Roundtable, nor any employees or agents of Economic Roundtable (collectively, "ERt"), have in our possession, in any format (whether electronic, printed or stored on hard drives or portable media), any data provided under the three agreements listed in this paragraph A. All data provided to ERt under these three agreements have either been destroyed by ERt or returned to each of the respective parties, whether it be the County of Los Angeles, the California Employment Development Department (EDD), or the California Department of Social Services (CDSS). The three agreements are as follows:

1. EDD Agreement No. M280738, executed by Daniel Flaming for ERt on May 2, 2002;
2. MOU Between ERt and County, executed by Daniel Flaming for ERt on October 28, 2002;
3. MOU Between EDD, ERt and County, executed by Daniel Flaming for ERt on January 3, 2007, with a series of Addendums.

B. I, Dr. Daniel Flaming, further certify and confirm that all of the data provided to ERt pursuant to Agreement 07-3038 between the California Department of Social Services (CDSS) and ERt, executed by Daniel Flaming for ERt on August 9, 2007, that was required under the agreement to be destroyed by ERt or returned to the CDSS has been destroyed or returned in compliance with the agreement.

I hereby certify and confirm that the above statements are true and correct.

Signed: 
Print Full Name: Daniel Flaming
Date of Execution: March 6, 2019